Celebrity
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Montana Buys Kylie
Roses
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Jenner
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y Nicole Caico
Kylie Jenner documented part of her night out with rapper
French Montana on her Snapchat story recently. Montana joked
about Jenner’s car choices, and also bought her roses from a
street vendor. Montana first made his way into the
Jenner/Kardashian circle as the boyfriend and other half of
a celebrity couple with Khloe Kardashian. Khloe is currently
single and focusing on her celebrity divorce from Lamar Odom,
but Montana is part of the family circle. In the latest
episode of Keeping Up With the Kardashians, Montana
comfortably hangs out with Scott Disick in his new house. E!

News reports that Montana doesn’t just hang out with Jenner
and Disick, but is also friendly with Kourtney and Rob
Kardashian.

This
celebrity
news
has
us
questioning just who is interested
in French Montana! What are some
ways to avoid crushing on the same
person as your friend or sibling?
Cupid’s Advice:
While

it

doesn’t

seem

that

any

woman

from

the

Kardashian/Jenner family is currently dating French Montana,
never say never. Falling for the ex-flame or current crush of
a friend or sibling tends cause issues, but in some cases
can’t be helped. Before you go falling for the same person as
a friend or sibling, think about it:
1. This relationship will hurt your friend/sibling: Even when
a friend or sibling plays it cool about you crushing on the
same person they are or have in the past, they’re most likely
not okay with it. If you’re crushing on the same person,
chances are your jealous and competitive sides will be on full
display. Think about the importance of your relationship with
your friend or sibling, and realize that pursuing this
romantic relationship will hurt the relationship you already
have with your them. Chances are the crush isn’t worth it.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gigi Hadid & Zayn Malik
Are Back Together
2. History repeats itself: If you’re crushing on the ex of a
friend or sibling, do some research on the reason they broke
up. If the person treated your friend or sibling badly at the

end of their relationship, that should warn you to stay away.
Related Link: New Celebrity
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3. Girl code: It can be as simple as this–who saw the person
first? If your friend or sibling was crushing first, you
should have the courtesy to back out. In situations like this,
it’s important to be open with your friend or sibling so
you’re on the same page and can avoid fights.
How have you avoided or coped with crushing on the same person
as a friend or sibling? Comment below!

